
SIGNIFICANCE
 Seeing it

 Interpreting it

 Evaluating it

 Communicating it
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IMPORTANCE IDEAS  INTO PRACTICE

 Muditā (Pāli and Sanskrit: मुदिता) 

1. joy; especially sympathetic or vicarious 

joy.

2. Also: the pleasure that comes from 

delighting in other people's well-being.

3. Mudita should not be confused with 

pride, as a person feeling mudita may 

not have any interest or direct income 

from the accomplishments of the 

other.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P%C4%81li
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanskrit


MAGNANIMOUS (NESS)

 Magnanimous [mag-nan-uh-muh s] 

/mægˈnæn ə məs/ adjective

1. free from petty resentfulness or 
vindictiveness; generous in forgiving an 
insult or injury.

2. noble: a just and magnanimous ruler.

3. proceeding from or revealing generosity 
or nobility of mind and character
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CULTIVATED CURIOSITY

Cultivated cu·ri·os·i·ty

1. Cultivate = to develop or 

prepare (a quality, sentiment, 

or skill).

2. A strong desire to know or 

learn something

3. a strange or unusual object or 

fact.
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ECOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE

ec·o·log·i·cal

 relating to or concerned with the 
relation of living organisms to 
one another and to their physical 
surroundings vivaciousness; 
liveliness; animation: 

in·tel·li·gence

 the ability to acquire and apply 
knowledge and skills in a wise 
and/or thoughtful manner.
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VERVE

Verve- [vurv] /vɜrv/ noun

1. enthusiasm or vigor, as in 

literary or artistic work; lively 

spirit 

2. vivaciousness; liveliness; 

animation of inner energy and 

creativity.

3. talent and undeniable style
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SIGNIFICANCE

The quality of being worthy of attention; 

importance. Substantial.  Having major 

consequence over the long-term. Magnitude

and/or rare gravity. 



SIGNIFICANCE  PARADIGM SHIFTS

 The rise of industrial manufacturing of Artificial Foods 

for global mass consumption
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-17104501
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-17104501


CRITICAL DISTANCE & CRAP DETECTION

You must develop a critical distance!

Crap detection! You need to see through the 
façades of marketing HYPE, “normalized” 
news, popular culture, stereotypical 
mainstream media, and political cheerleading.

Towards a LARGER UNDERSTANDING of 
complexity
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SHELF-LIFE & LONGEVITY OF THE TOPIC

 Pollution sources and the Water ALL LIFE 
survives upon.  

 From our homes, schools, playfields and 
farm fields to our coffe, toothbrush and 
showers
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RELEVANCE & DEPTH

OF MEANING

 Ageism

 Ageism = Prejudice, 
discrimination, bigotry 
against a particular age-
group (most commonly 
the elderly).
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UNTOLD-UNADDRESSED-OVERLOOKED

Baby Geniuses?

School Nurses
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MAGNITUDE AND SCOPE
 Global Overpopulation
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CROSS-CULTURAL OR CROSS-NATIONAL
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 Refugees-Immigration-asylum

 Refugees

 Asylum

 Immigration

 Legal vs. Illegal



SOME POSSIBLE IDEAS FROM DAY#1

Declining memory abilities in people of all ages

Tech tots and chip-children (the push to turn infants and toddlers into…)

Industrial Plagiarism (big companies pirating important research from 

individuals and small businesses…)

Public transportation and AI (driverless buses, trains, planes…)

Creative Educational Paradigms not oriented solely around technology 

Female Heroines in Mass Media Entertainment  (Has anything really 

changed? )

The impact of technology on wildlife and natural areas. 
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MULTI-LAYERED CONNECTIONS

 America, As in Us
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https://vimeo.com/channels/staffpicks/365364540
https://vimeo.com/channels/staffpicks/365364540


UNTOLD 

STORIES 

ASSIGNMENT
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http://academics.smcvt.edu/mjda/SENIOR SEM 450 RESEARCH/2021 SENIOR SEM/2021 Untold Stories Beyond Mainstream.pdf
http://academics.smcvt.edu/mjda/SENIOR SEM 450 RESEARCH/2021 SENIOR SEM/2021 Untold Stories Beyond Mainstream.pdf
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